Rod Suspension – Installation Instruction
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1. Ceiling
2. Ceiling disc
3. Fixing screw
4. 12mm solid rod
5. T-Bolt
6. Luminaire
7. Support structure
8. Grubscrew
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Check diagram to ensure that all relevant parts are
packaged with your delivery.
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Use one of the ceiling disks as a template to pre drill fixing
holes into the ceiling at centres that suit the suspension
plan provided before assembling rods.
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Loosen one endplate of luminaire to allow T-bolts to slide
into suspension groove. Slide “T” part of the bolt past
endplate. When required amount of T-bolts have been
place into groove, refasten endplate onto luminaire.
(TYPE 1 ONLY)
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Type 1 rods will need to be placed into the correct hanging
position and rotated so they tighten down onto the
extrusion.
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The TYPE 2 rod should be fixed directly onto the ceiling
first with flex tail hanging out of the bottom of the rod.
Remove the nut on the bottom of the rod and insert the rod
through hole in luminaire and place nut. Where flex has
been factory fitten a nut will be supplied on the flex inside
the fitting. The flex should be fed up the rod before
inserting rod through the fitting and securing the nut.
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Fasten ceiling discs to ceiling with suitable fixings and slide
canopies (if fitted) into position. Lock canopies in place
with grub screw provided.
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Note: Please be aware that these suspension rods are only
to support the weight of the luminaire attached. Once the
system is in position, it should still be treated as any other
lighting fixture. Do not move the system sideways as this
may cause damage to the suspension rods.
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1. Ceiling
2. Ceiling disc
3. Fixing screw
4. Swivel knuckle
5. 12mm solid rod
6. T-Bolt
7. Luminaire
8. Support structure
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optional
canopy

1. Power supply
2. Nut
3. Ceiling
4. Ceiling disc
5. Fixing screw
6. 12 mm hollow rod
7. Nut
8. Luminaire
9. Support structure
10. Grubscrew
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Flex passes
through rod.
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